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La división de la Habana:
Territorial Conﬂict and Cultural Hegemony
in the Followers of Oyo Lukumí Religion,
1850s–1920s
A B S T R AC T
The Yoruba presence in the Americas, particularly in Brazil and Cuba, has been the topic
of much research in past years. The role of the individuals who molded and guided the
new directions taken by these cultural manifestations, however, continues to be virgin
terrain. In particular and without doubt, women were the most important contributors to
these acculturative processes. The present article examines the inﬂuence of three African women and their contribution to the evolution and survival of Lukumí religion in
Cuba. In so doing, it brings to the fore other important issues that cast light on the lives of
Afro-Cuban women in nineteenth-century Cuba forced to live in a Eurocentric society in
which they occupied the lowest rung of the ladder. These issues highlight the hardships
and impediments that in many ways all Afro-Cubans had to overcome in their struggle
for power and respect—even among members of their own ethnic groups. Eventually,
this struggle played an important role in the contributions made by these groups to
Cuban culture and society.

RESUMEN
La presencia Yoruba en las Américas, especialmente en Brasil y Cuba, ha sido objeto de
muchas investigaciones en los últimos años. El papel de los individuos que moldearon y
guiaron las nuevas direcciones tomadas por estas manifestaciones culturales, continúa
siendo, sin embargo, un terreno virgen. En particular, y sin lugar a dudas, las mujeres
fueron las que más contribuyeron a estos procesos de aculturación. Este artículo examina la inﬂuencia de tres mujeres africanas y su contribución a la evolución y supervivencia de la religión Lucumí en Cuba. El estudio saca a la palestra otros temas de
importancia que arrojan luz sobre la vida de las mujeres afrocubanas en la Cuba del siglo
XIX, forzadas a vivir en una sociedad eurocéntrica en la que ocupaban el peldaño más
bajo de la escalera. Estos temas enfatizan las diﬁcultades y los impedimentos que las afrocubanas tuvieron que enfrentar en su lucha para adquirir poder y ganarse el respeto,
incluso de los miembros de sus propios grupos étnicos. A la larga, esta lucha jugó un
papel importante en las contribuciones de este grupo a la cultura y la sociedad cubana.
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In the latter half of the nineteenth century, Cuban society faced controversies that threatened to undermine the considerable economic expansion the
island had recently experienced. Two important issues divided society and
subverted its foundations: the barbaric institution of slavery and the illegal slave
trade that brought so many human beings to the island. In the mid–nineteenth
century, after the triumph of the revolution on the island of St. Domingue and
the establishment of the Haitian Republic in 1803, Cuba had blossomed into
Spain’s most prized possession in the Caribbean. With the destruction of Haiti’s
sugar industry, Cuba became the world’s leading sugar producer. This sudden
economic expansion depended heavily on manual labor provided by African
slaves. In a little over one hundred years, Cuba also had become Spanish
America’s largest importer of African slaves in the four-century history of the
slave trade.1 Scholarship that recognizes the contributions of Cubans of African
descent in areas such as art, music, dance, religion, folklore, and herbal medicine is a fundamental part of Cuban studies.2 On an individual level, however, it
is Afro-Cuban men who claim the spotlight, while, with a few notable exceptions, Afro-Cuban women are virtually invisible.3
Methodological Approach
Drawing upon methodologies in history, anthropology, mythology, folklore,
and on more than ﬁfty oral testimonies collected in Cuba and outside the island,
this article reconstructs the life histories of three important African priestesses
of the religion Regla de Osha in the nineteenth century. It will elaborate on the
existing literature in order to broaden and add depth to our understanding of the
Yoruba/Lukumí culture, which represents one of the most important African
groups in the New World. The anthropologist William Bascom accentuated the
importance of this ethnic group when he noted that ‘‘no group has had greater
inﬂuence on New World culture than the Yoruba.’’4 With respect to the lives of
the three women presented here, much oral history survives, recounted by their
descendants, both in Cuba and throughout the Cuban Diaspora. Individuals are,
perhaps, the best repositories for their own histories. Miguel Barnet’s Biography of a Runaway Slave and Daisy Rubiera Castillo’s story of her mother,
Reyita, sencillamente, illustrate the value of oral sources and the importance—
indeed, the urgency—of documenting and preserving the chronicles and accounts of the people who themselves were part of this history.5 In the insightful
words of Reyita:
Some of the things they [writers] say upset me; I don’t know, I think that they do not
delve deeply enough, they don’t interview the elderly, after all we were the ones who
suffered all those situations. I believe that as we [the elderly] die off, writers will be
further distanced from the truth. Because it is not only what is said in those papers
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[primary documents]: those [papers], according to the proverb ‘‘ ‘sustain all that is
placed on them.’ ’’ Another thing is how these [documents] are interpreted by each
person that uses them. I recognize the effort and the determination that they put into it;
but in the end, the books that result do not properly reﬂect the reality.6

Because of their gender, race, and enslaved status, the task of reconstructing the
life histories of the three priestesses presented here was a challenge. Nonetheless, research reveals that these three women, and others, were important conduits of African religious beliefs. They were not simply responsible for the
preservation of their beliefs, but through their personal and professional rivalry,
they became the reason why the religion spread out from Havana to Matanzas.
More important, their rivalry reveals more than enmity. By looking at the
causes of the dispute, we have been able to establish that each of the priestesses
was ﬁghting for the supremacy of African traditions in certain of the religious
ceremonies she had brought with her to Cuba. One faction fought for the
supremacy of ‘‘court traditions,’’ while another favored the less elaborate use
of ‘‘regional traditions.’’ Eventually, the more ritualistic ‘‘court traditions’’
became predominant in Havana, but the conﬂict between the two traditions
demonstrates the vitality of African cultural and political survival in Cuba.
The accounts that follow are for the most part based on oral histories
collected by a Lukumí priest whose insight lends an insider’s perspective to this
work.7 They tell the history of a disenfranchised, mostly illiterate people. These
are chronicles that the more ‘‘enlightened’’ sectors of Cuban society had no
desire to document and/or save. Like most oral histories, Lukumí renditions
can disagree over speciﬁc details, and the narrator’s perspective and/or emphases can affect many aspects of the story. While it is undeniable that there are
weaknesses in these accounts, especially in the various and varying versions
that exist in Cuba and in the Lukumí Diaspora, there is an almost universal
consensus concerning the important elements of the story, which accentuates
their veracity. The oral traditions that survive in the Lukumí community are so
strong that we can rely upon this consensus to conﬁrm the validity of historic
events. Ironically, this is also the story of a people whose ancestors were
formidable oral historians. What more ﬁtting tribute than to gather and recount
their histories through the same medium they employed?8
African Antecedents
From the late eighteenth century onward, while Cuba was being transformed
into a plantation society, events were unfolding on the African continent that
would also have signiﬁcant repercussions across the Atlantic. The Oyo Empire,
a powerful political entity in West Africa for at least three centuries, had begun
to buckle under pressure from various sources: internal political strife and
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power struggles; the revolt of the Dahomey and their ensuing slave raids into
Yoruba territories that had earlier been under the protection of the Oyo; the
slave trade itself; and, ﬁnally, a jihad conducted against the Oyo by their
northern neighbors, the Fulani. The Oyo’s ascendancy probably began early in
the seventeenth century.9 Like many other West African kingdoms during that
time, Oyo had not become a politically uniﬁed empire until the early seventeenth century. Greatly aided by its geographic location—in an area of vast
savannas—as well as by the introduction and adoption of the horse as one of its
principal military resources, by the late eighteenth century the Oyo exercised
considerable control in West Africa and also had become an important supplier
of human cargo for the slave trade. The strategic location of the Oyo along the
trans-Saharan trade routes that traversed the continent contributed to the development of the empire as well. The Oyo gained a considerable income from
the sale of northern war captives and other unfortunates, who were purchased
from the traders for whom Oyo was an important stop on their southward
journey.10
The earliest evidence of Oyo involvement in the slave trade is found in the
work of a Dutch writer, Olfert Dapper, published in 1668, and it clearly illustrates Oyo’s active participation in the trade since at least the seventeenth
century. Dating its existence to the 1640s, Dapper described ‘‘a large kingdom
in the interior, north-east of Allada, called ‘Ulkami’ [Oyo] which sent large
numbers of slaves for sale through Allada and imported salt, which was extracted locally from sea water, in exchange.’’11 Later authors also spoke of trade
between the Allada area and the kingdom of ‘‘Lucamee,’’ which was reputed to
be a source of cloth and slaves.12 Still, at this early stage of the slave trade,
Oyo’s participation was not as considerable as it would become in the late
eighteenth century.
Before the 1770s, little evidence exists to identify Oyo either as a slaveraiding state or as a major source of slaves.13 Oyo’s interest in direct participation in the slave trade probably began around 1774 during the reign of Alaﬁn
[king] Abiodun, after he overthrew the tyrant Gaha, who had headed the Alaﬁn’s governing council, the Oyo Mesi. At the time that Abiodun ascended to
the throne, Gaha had been the ruling Bashorun—a sort of Prime Minister
whose power often surpassed that of the king.14 Gaha’s heavy-handed domination of Oyo and its subordinated kings began in 1754 and lasted until Abiodun’s
ascent in 1774.15 In 1776 the French travelers De Chenevert and Abbé Bullet
reported that the Oyo were furnishing slaves at Badagry, Porto Novo, and
Whydah. They described Oyo as a ‘‘free fair where the different nations resort
to trade; it is the Ayaux [Oyo] who currently hold the key to trade, and through
whose hands pass the greater part of the slaves who are sold on this coast.’’16
Abiodun was believed to have been active in this trade before his accession to
the throne, by which time Oyo had attained its greatest imperial expansion.17
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The number of slaves supplied by Oyo for export, primarily Hausas purchased
from northern trade caravans, reached its peak in the 1780s.18 But Gaha’s
tyranny and his ruthless disregard of the empire’s laws had set an ugly precedent that would culminate in the revolt of Oyo’s subject states and the empire’s
demise, something Abiodun was unable to prevent.19 By the mid 1830s, Oyo
was no more.
It was during this period—of instability in Africa and the intensiﬁcation of
sugar production in Cuba—that the Yoruba people, then known as Lukumí,
made their appearance in the Americas in considerable numbers.20 Although
some Yorubas had been present on slave plantations in the New World since at
least the seventeenth century, they were not a considerable presence until the
nineteenth century.21 Thereafter, the Lukumí presence in Cuba grew at an
impressive rate. In one study, for the years 1760–69, the Lukumí made up 8.22
percent of the total number of slaves in Cuba (354 slaves based on a sample population of 4,307 slaves); and even between 1800 and 1820, their numbers remained relatively unchanged, at 8.38 percent of the sample population (453 of 5,245). Fifty years later, the increase was signiﬁcant. By 1850, less
than twenty years after the Oyo Empire’s demise, the Lukumí made up a
demonstrable plurality in Cuba: almost 35 percent of the total slave population
of the island.22 This large Yoruba presence in the Americas, particularly in
Brazil and Cuba, would be the most important progenitor of the Orisha religions that evolved in the Diaspora: Candomblé in Brazil and Regla de Osha
in Cuba.23
The Priestesses
Women have always played a pivotal role in Lukumí religion.24 According to
Lukumí oral tradition, fundamental to the preservation of the Lukumí religion in Cuba were three priestesses (iyalorishas25): Ma Monserrate ‘‘Apóto’’
González (Obá Tero), and Ñá Rosalía Abreú (Efunshé Warikondó),26 both believed to be from the Egbado region of Yorubaland; and Timotea Albear (Ajayí
Lewú but better known as Latuán), believed to have been an Oyo native. Within
the Lukumí Orisha community,27 these three women were highly esteemed and
respected for their position within the religious hierarchy and the knowledge
they possessed. Of the three, only Latuán has identiﬁable living blood descendants. Nevertheless, all three are well remembered by their religious descendants in Cuba and abroad, who vividly keep alive many aspects of their history
in the preservation of speciﬁc religious rites or traditions that are observed
according to religious lineage. One of the traditional stories most present for
today’s practitioners of Orisha is the conﬂict over territory known to many as
La división de la Habana, which resulted in the dividing up of religious jurisdiction for the island between Obá Tero and Latuán. Unintended yet important
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consequences of this clash were the spread of the Havana-centric Oyo-Lukumí
ordination ceremony to Matanzas and the reconciliation of the Arará and the
Lukumí, two related West African peoples whose already strained relationship
had further deteriorated as a direct result of the slave trade.
Obá Tero (Ma Monserrate ‘‘Apoto’’ González)
Of the three olorishas,28 the legends that surround the life and activities of Obá
Tero in Matanzas represent the richest source of information. In all probability,
Obá Tero was the oldest of the three, although it is impossible to know exactly
when she was born. Many accounts speculate that she was well over one
hundred years old when she died in 1907, from what most agree were natural
causes and old age.29 It is highly probable that Obá Tero was from the Egbado
region of ancient Yorubaland and was brought to Cuba as a slave. Descendants
agree that her Yoruba birth name was Apóto, and that Obá Tero—‘‘the king has
great calm’’—was the name she was given when she was ordained in her native
Egbado to Shangó, the orisha of thunder, patron deity of Oyo, and possibly one
of the empire’s earliest kings.
According to oral tradition, Obá Tero arrived in Cuba around the middle of
the nineteenth century, possibly in the 1840s or 1850s. Because of Britain’s
attempts to stamp out the transatlantic slave trade, she may have been smuggled
into the island on one of the many clandestine slave ships that illegally transported African slaves at that time.30 If so, her experience would have been
similar to that of Soledad Crespo, a Lukumí Obatalá priestess who probably
traveled to Cuba via Sierra Leone and was smuggled into the island hidden
inside a barrel.31 Nothing is known about Obá Tero’s initial years on the island.
Most informants emphasized that she had been a slave on an unnamed sugar
plantation, possibly in Havana province, though one source insisted that Obá
Tero had been brought directly to Matanzas and not Havana.32 The harshness of
plantation life may have been one reason she was reluctant to discuss the early
part of her life in Cuba with her descendants. Or, if she did discuss it, it may not
have been considered relevant by her descendants, for any details that might
have been known have been long forgotten.
Though the details of Obá Tero’s life under slavery may have lapsed from
the consciousness of her religious descendants, the pride they take in her place
of origin remains extremely strong. It is universally agreed upon that Obá Tero
originated in Egbado. In Matanzas, where her legacy retains much of its original purity, the lineage and its traditions were carried on by Obá Tero’s immediate religious heiress Fermina Gómez (Oshabí) until 1950, and since then by
Oshabí’s descendants.33 Even today, when members of the lineage discuss
issues relating to religious authenticity and the group’s links to Africa, which
continue to be the source of many heated debates, they emphasize that they are
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Lukumí Egbado and that Obá Tero was born in Egguadó (Egbado).34 This
contention is supported by the existence, within Obá Tero’s ilé osha,35 of
orishas that are considered to be of Egbado origin.36 Although Yemojá is the
orisha that is most closely linked to the Egbado, the two orishas that in Cuba
are most commonly associated with Egbado are Oduduwá, the eponymous
progenitor of the Yoruba people, and Olokún, the Yoruba orisha of the ocean.
While these deities are known in many areas of Yorubaland and not exclusively
among the Egbado, most olorishas on the island consider them to be of Egbado
origin, possibly because they were introduced by the Egbado. Undoubtedly,
these orishas were of great importance in nineteenth-century Egbado. In his
review of primary documents written by Europeans living in Yorubaland in the
nineteenth century, Peter McKenzie stated that in 1846 ‘‘all of Ado’s [an AworiEgbado town] citizens were seen as being dedicated to one or other of these
orisá [Oduá, Obatalá, or Yewá].’’37 So strong is the association between the two
deities and this religious lineage that Obá Tero, the best-known among only a
handful of Cuban iyalorishas with these orishas,38 is the one who is credited
with having introduced the worship of Oduduwá and Olokún to the island. And
until around 1950, through her descendants, Obá Tero’s lineage continued to
be the most important source for the worship and dissemination of Olokún on
the island.
There are many cultural artifacts in Oshabí’s home on Salamanca Street in
Matanzas, which were entrusted to her by Obá Tero upon her death in 1907, that
serve as further evidence to support Obá Tero’s Egbado origins. Among these
are Obá Tero’s drums, the only known set of ‘‘Egbado’’ drums that still exist in
Cuba.39 These drums were in all probability made for Obá Tero in Havana by the
famous onilú (drum maker) Ño Filomeno García (Atandá), who is also believed
to have sculpted the ﬁrst set of orthodox batá drums in Cuba.40 In many ways,
it is ironic that elements of Obá Tero’s life can be reconstructed through musical instruments that women were forbidden to play. Obá Tero probably had
these drums built while she lived in Guanabacoa, a suburb of Havana, and
the neighboring town of Regla, the Lukumí ‘‘cradle.’’ Regla was an important Lukumí enclave in nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Cuba. Many
Lukumí traditions that survived in Cuba came to the island through Regla’s port.
During the early nineteenth century, Egbado inﬂuence appears to have been
strong there. Fernando Ortiz reports that a celebration for Olokún took place in
Regla on the sixth of January annually, alongside the Catholic celebration of
Three King’s day. Egbado drums, according to Ortiz, were played by egguado
musicians who ‘‘knew the beats and rhythms.’’ Eventually, Ortiz says, as these
musicians died, there was no one around to replace them who knew how to play
the Egbado drums. As time passed, Oyo traditions eclipsed those of the Egbado
and the Oyo batá drums became the dominant musical instrument.41
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Obá Tero probably acquired her freedom sometime in the late 1860s, after
which she came to Havana, leaving behind the plantation and the memories of
its dehumanizing system of labor. The city offered ex-slaves many possibilities in terms of employment and survival. Ortiz dates Obá Tero’s presence in
Havana to the early 1870s, when she and her husband Ño Julio directed a
cabildo in Guanabacoa.42 Around this time, Ño Julio commissioned a set of
batá drums for the cabildo from the famous Havana drummakers Ño Juan ‘‘El
Cojo’’ (Añabí) and Ño Filomeno García (Atandá).43 Ortiz has clearly shown
that Ño Julio and his wife directed the cabildo.44 Although Ño Julio was
important in the association, the principal olorisha in the cabildo was his wife,
which oral tradition says was Ma Monserrate González—Obá Tero.
By the ﬁnal quarter of the nineteenth century, Obá Tero was living on
Dahoiz Street in the barrio of Alturas de Simpson, in the city of Matanzas, a
place that many olorishas considered Matanzas’s heart of Africa.45 When Julio
and Monserrate closed their cabildo in Guanabacoa and left for Matanzas, they
took with them both the Egbado drums and the set of batá drums that Añabí and
Atandá had constructed. Mystery surrounds the journey of the drums, and one
account maintains that after Julio’s death, the set of batá drums disappeared
without a trace.46 The mystery is complicated by the testimony of Obá Tero’s
religious descendants, who do not seem to know what became of them. Some
even dispute or negate her role in bringing the batá drums to Matanzas.47
But, indisputably, batá drums did appear in Matanzas. Documentary evidence establishes the earliest usage of batá drums at a celebration that took
place at the Cabildo Santa Bárbara on 4 December 1873:
An inspector from the town of San Francisco informed the Civil Governor of the city of
Matanzas about a signiﬁcant incident in the Lucumí Cabildo Santa Bárbara, situated
on Manzaneda Street, on the corner of Velarde, where Ño Remigio Herrera Addéchina
[Adeshina] played three strange drums he called batá, in the celebrations of December 3.48

The drummer and babalawo49 Adeshina was probably the link through which
Obá Tero came to reside in Matanzas. Oyo native Ño Remigio Herrera, better
known by his Lukumí name Adeshina, was possibly one of the earliest babalawos brought to Cuba.50 Adeshina entered Cuba through Matanzas, probably
in the late 1820s, and was put to work as a slave in a sugar mill in that province.
Tradition has it that soon after he came to the mill, he was recognized as an
important priest by a group of fellow Lukumís who had acquired their freedom
prior to his arrival. Adeshina’s compatriots pooled their resources and raised
enough money to purchase his freedom. Like most liberated Africans, Adeshina sought out the city, in this case Matanzas, and speciﬁcally the Simpson
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barrio.51 Soon after acquiring his liberty, Adeshina established the Cabildo
Lucumí Santa Bárbara at 175 Dahoiz Street, on the corner of Manzaneda
Street, where he began to practice as a babalawo.
Adeshina had obvious ties to Matanzas since it was his point of entry to the
island, but he probably moved from that city (or was at least in the process of
doing so) to Havana sometime around 1866, the same year that he established
the Cabildo Yemayá in Regla, which is conﬁrmed by the commissioning of the
drums for this cabildo in 1866.52 According to the archival documents, by
1872, Adeshina was established in Regla in a house at 23 San Ciprián Street.
The house was valued at 1,800 Spanish pesetas.53 He was still in Regla in
1881, although by then he had moved to 31 San Ciprián Street, where he lived
with his wife Francisca Buzlet, his twenty-one-year-old stepdaughter Eugenia
Lausevio, his daughter Norma Josefa, better known as ‘‘Pepa,’’ then seventeen,
and his son Teodoro, ﬁfteen.54
Why, then, do we ﬁnd Adeshina back in Matanzas playing batá drums in
1873, when by that time he had already established his residence in Regla?
Though it is possible that he lived in both towns and traveled back and forth,
this seems unlikely, considering his advancing age and the historical period in
question.55 More likely, Adeshina, already well known in Simpson, made a trip
to Matanzas to accompany Obá Tero and the drums that would be used in her
cabildo there, as well as to introduce the priestess and the batá drums to the
Orisha community. Ortiz has established that the use of batá drums in Cuba
originated in Havana, in the town of Regla, where the drums were made. And
according to archival records from Matanzas, until 1873 such drums were not
known in that city.56 Moreover, the oral tradition of the batá drummers themselves maintains that it was Adeshina who trained the ﬁrst generations of batá
drummers in that city.57
Adeshina, then, was most likely the connection through which Obá Tero
came to reside in Matanzas. By the time of Obá Tero’s move to Matanzas, the
two had established a close and trusting relationship. According to all sources,
they were inseparable allies. So much did Adeshina trust Obá Tero that he
allowed her to ordain his daughter Pepa (Eshubí) as a priestess of Elegbá, the
Orisha of destiny and the crossroads.58 Most probably it was Adeshina who
helped Obá Tero establish contact with the Lukumí of Matanzas. The cabildo
that Obá Tero directed in Simpson was the very same Cabildo Lucumí Santa
Bárbara that Adeshina had originally established there after his emancipation.
The rapid growth of Obá Tero’s reputation as a priestess was greatly aided by
Adeshina’s afﬁrmation of her status. Many in Simpson also continued to associate the cabildo with Adeshina and considered it his residence in Matanzas.59
Obá Tero’s move to Matanzas may have been propelled by a series of
competitive scufﬂes among Havana’s Lukumí olorishas in the latter half of the
nineteenth century. In what is referred to as La división de la Habana, it is said
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that some friction developed in Havana between Obá Tero and an Oyo priestess
from another Havana ilé osha, the distinguished Latuán. During this period,
the few Lukumí cabildos that existed in Havana were primarily headed by
emancipated iyalorishas, possibly of Egbado origin, who represented the earliest Yorubas brought to Cuba during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. In Africa, women had played a pivotal role in Lukumí/Yoruba religious ritual; in the Oyo palace, for example, eight iyalorishas, titled ladies,
had tended to the Alafín’s religious duties and needs.60 By the 1860s, these
iyalorishas, who had been transported as slaves to Cuba, wielded much power
in the Lukumí community and made no effort to hide it. The Lukumí Regla de
Osha that took hold on the island is indebted to the persistence, rigidity, and
sturdiness of these women.61
Latuán (Timotea Albear)
Latuán, an Oyo priestess of Shangó, arrived in Cuba in 1863.62 Her descendants
claim that she entered the island through Matanzas, and based on the date, she
probably entered clandestinely. It is not clear if Latuán worked on any of the
plantations in Matanzas province for any period of time. It is known, however,
that eventually she and her husband Evaristo Albear, a Congo,63 wound up as
domestic slaves in the home of Colonel Francisco Albear y Lara, a military
engineer who is famous for having built a new aqueduct to supply water to
Havana’s then growing population, a project that lasted from 1858 to 1893.64 It
is believed that Latuán and Evaristo met on the slave ship that brought them to
the New World, as her descendants insist that they met and married in Africa.65
Since they share the Albear surname, it is highly probable that at some point
they were the colonel’s ‘‘property’’ and not just his employees. Still, her grandchildren claim that Latuán was not a slave but an emancipada, and insist that
legislation forced Colonel Albear to teach her to read and write and to pay her a
salary for her work. They say that under the series of laws that led to the gradual
abolition of slavery, she had to work as an emancipada for a period of ten years,
after which she would have been given her freedom.66
Latuán apparently was a favored slave in Albear’s home, something suggested by her literacy, since the fact that a law existed that required masters to
instruct their slaves did not necessarily mean that everyone obeyed it. Being
literate afforded Latuán a strong degree of respect among her contemporaries,
which further buttressed her religious hierarchy.67 Oral sources emphasize that
Latuán was an avid reader; after her emancipation, relatives say, she would not
budge from her house until she had read the day’s newspaper. She was very
proud of this achievement and boasted about being ‘‘una negra lukumí pero yo
sé las cuatro reglas. Yo sé leer y escribir!’’ (a black Lukumí woman but I know
the four rules [of literacy]. I know how to read and write!).68
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Latuán and Evaristo had six children: Rosa, Isabel, Dominga, Martin,
Eligio, and Herminio Severino. Their grandson Martin Zurria Albear, Dominga’s son and the oldest of the surviving relatives, remembers that Latuán
would gather all her children and grandchildren around her on the ﬂoor so she
could tell them stories of Africa and of the orishas. In the religious realm,
Lukumís from as far away as Santiago de Cuba would travel to Havana to
request her services as a priestess and Obá Oriaté—master of ceremonies69 —
especially for ordination rituals. She was well known for her profound knowledge of divination, prayers, and chants to the orishas, and she shared much of
this knowledge with her religious descendants and followers.70 Despite her
unyielding nature in religious matters, she was described as a very gentle, softspoken, and well-mannered woman who treated everyone with the utmost
respect.
Sometime during the 1870s Latuán became afﬁliated with a cabildo in
Havana, where she eventually exercised considerable inﬂuence in her capacity
as Obá Oriaté. The cabildo was known only by its address, San José 80, which
was in the Atarés section of Havana. It was considered an authoritative Lukumí
cult house, and many powerful priestesses of the era were associated with it. In
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Atarés was an African enclave within
the city of Havana. The Cabildo San José 80 had probably been founded by the
ﬁrst wave of Lukumís who came to reside in the city in the latter eighteenth
century. Many of the Cabildo’s founders are remembered in the prayers or
salutations that are recited at the onset of most rituals. It was also presumably at
the Cabildo San José 80 that Latuán met Efunshé, the other important priestess
who would be involved in the subsequent struggle for power and territory.71
Efunshé (Ña Rosalía Abreú)
Like Latuán, Efunshé was a highly respected and revered Lukumí olorisha in
Havana. She was an Egbado, like Obá Tero, and possibly of royal origin. Some
of her religious descendants insist that Efunshé was a princess in Africa. They
emphasize that her disciples never allowed her to walk in the city; instead, they
transported her around Havana in a sedan chair.72 This emphasis on Efunshé’s
royal roots possibly is justiﬁcation for the fact that she occupied the role of
‘‘queen’’ of the Cabildo San José 80. Efunshé’s importance was unquestionable. At times, her personal presence there even overshadowed the important
role of the cabildo as an institution. In the 1950s, for example, the researcher
Lydia Cabrera confused Efunshé’s name with that of the cabildo she directed,
writing that ‘‘Efuché [was] the name of a late-nineteenth-century cabildo in
Havana.’’73 How Efunshé arrived in Cuba is somewhat of a mystery, since most
sources stress that she did not come to the island as a slave. Efunshé may have
been one of those few fortunate Africans who, having been smuggled into the
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island prior to the emancipation decrees, nevertheless gained their freedom
immediately after arrival. Another possibility is that Efuché may have purchased her liberty elsewhere in the Caribbean and then traveled to Cuba in
search of work.
The facts surrounding Efunshé’s arrival are not the only enigmas, as various
other unanswered questions surround her. Efunshé seems to have left no trace
whatsoever of her life before arriving in Havana. To start, there is some confusion about her Spanish surname: Abreú, Agramosa, Gramosa, Rosalía, and
Rosarena have all been mentioned as possible surnames for the Lukumí princess. Most olorishas refer to her as Ña Rosalía, or by her Lukumí name,
Efunshé, but they seldom mention a Spanish surname. Present thinking is that
Abreú was most probably her name.74 Two sources say that she was originally
brought to a sugar mill in Havana province, the Ingenio Agramosa (or Gramosa), which belonged to a family of the same name, but thus far, no records of
this sugar mill have been found.75 Roque Duarte, the oldest Obá Oriaté in the
United States, in a work in progress on Lukumí religion, uses Rosalía as her
surname, referring to Efunshé as Ña Victoriana Rosalía.76 Rosarena, another
name that has appeared, may have been derived from Rosalía.
Additionally, Efunshé has no living blood descendants. Only one daughter
has been identiﬁed with any degree of conﬁdence: Calixta Morales (Odé Deí).
In apparent compliance with societal norms, Africans gave their children Spanish names, but many Cuban Lukumí also gave them extra-ofﬁcial African
names.77 Odé Deí, therefore, is also known by her Lukumí name, Atikeké
(‘‘small gift’’), a name that was usually given in recognition of a deity’s intervention in the person’s birth. Odé Deí’s Lukumí birth name suggests that
Efunshé may have had problems conceiving the child and that she was considered as a gift from the deities.78 The oral record also mentions two other
relatives, either daughters or nieces, depending on the variant of the story.
These two women are only known to us by their Lukumí names, Ashijú and
Ashijú’rolá. One other possible relation was Kaindé, a babalawo associated
with the Cabildo San José 80 who many say was married to Efunshé.79 There is
even some contradiction regarding Efunshé’s orisha.80 While most informants
agree that she was ordained to Oshosi, some believe she was a priestess of
Yewá, and at least one source has connected her with Obatalá. The link with
Obatalá may derive from her name, which some believe alludes to efún, a white
chalk used for Obatalá’s worship.81
What is certain is that by the 1870s Efunshé and Latuán had joined forces
and had established a strong reputation in Havana. Latuán acted as Obá Oriaté
for all of her godchildren (omó orisha, literally, ‘‘child in orisha’’), including
Odé Deí, who was ordained by Efunshé’s ﬁrst godchild in Cuba, Luis Suarez
(Oshún Miwá). In the late 1800s, Efunshé inherited the direction of San José
80, and she ordained various olorishas in Havana in the last quarter of the
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nineteenth century.82 Until her death in the late 1920s, she and Latuán continued to work side by side, and Latuán was the Obá Oriaté for many of the
ordinations conducted by Efunshé.83 It is highly probable that Latuán either
performed or directed Efunshé’s funerary rituals.84 Efunshé’s inﬂuence was so
strong that even today most practitioners of Lukumí religion in Havana claim
to be descended directly from her, and not from the Cabildo San José 80.85 For
the most part, oral historians agree that when Latuán and Efunshé directed San
José 80, the two priestesses were very close and expressed a mutual admiration
for one another.
Efunshé’s role in La división de la Habana is not clear. Obviously, she was
a participant, since she was directing the Cabildo when the struggle took place.
It is quite possible that she was the main protagonist in the contest, although she
may have chosen to remain behind the scenes. One variant of the story of La
división de la Habana insists that the real rivalry was not between Latuán and
Obá Tero, but between Efunshé and Latuán, and that Latuán’s move to Buena
Vista in Marianao occurred as a result of friction with Efunshé.86 There is little
evidence to support this account; indeed, there is strong evidence to the contrary. What we can surmise is that there was a great deal of cooperation or, at
the very least, some level of compromise between Latuán and Efunshé, for the
rituals of their two lineages, unlike those of Obá Tero’s, vary little, if at all, to
this day. At the very least, we can conclude that Efunshé supported Latuán
throughout La división, allowing the process to play itself out, which eventually brought a result that beneﬁted everyone involved.
Origin of the Dispute
Both Latuán and Obá Tero are revered today, and few Lukumís recall the
territorial clash that resulted in Obá Tero’s decision to leave Guanabacoa and
move to Simpson. Of those who do remember, still fewer can say what led Obá
Tero to move to the second most important city of the western end of the island.
In the growing Lukumí community, which was expanding to include nonLukumís as well, power and prestige were inseparable allies that everyone
sought to attain and to maintain. Within their own ‘‘territories’’ in Havana, the
Lukumí set their own rules. Anything or anyone that would counter any aspect
of these rules was considered a threat. In a society where Africans and their
descendants occupied the lowest rungs of the social ladder, the Lukumí fought
tenaciously to retain their hard-won status, even if this meant resorting to ogú
(spiritual power) and slander. The friction between Obá Tero and Latuán became much more than a contest for popularity, escalating to become a subtle,
although by no means discreet, war that lasted for several years. Within the
established rules of the combat, both iyalorishas used every resource at their
command, including negative propaganda, intimidation, and spiritual power.
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The propaganda became so vitriolic that Obá Tero’s cabildo became known
disparagingly as the Cabildo Alakisá—the House of Rags.87 Eventually, after
numerous encounters and scufﬂes, the two factions reached an understanding.
Obá Tero moved to Matanzas, and Latuán, whom most say was the victor,
stayed in Havana. From that day forward, neither priestess would set foot in the
other’s ‘‘kingdom.’’88
Beyond personal animosity and professional rivalry, however, several other
factors contributed to La división de la Habana. West African antecedents probably fostered some bitterness between the Egbado and the Oyo. The Egbado in
Yorubaland had been ‘‘very loyal subjects of the Alaﬁn [king of Oyo]’’ since at
least the mid–seventeenth century. But that did not necessarily mean that they
were on the best of terms with the Oyo people, whose numerous incursions into
Egbado territory in the latter half of the 1700s subjected the Egbados to Oyo
rule.89 Those Egbado who had suffered as a result of the Oyo’s incursions,
those who possibly lost relatives, or whose offspring or siblings had been captured as war bounty and sold as slaves, would not have held the Oyo in high
esteem.
In Cuba, there were clear signs of unresolved tensions between the two
groups. Many Egbados had been brought to Cuba in the late 1700s when the
port town of Regla, which would soon become an important Lukumí enclave,
was in its infancy. The number of Oyo slaves in Cuba would grow considerably
after the 1780s, which signaled the onset of friction in West Africa that eventually escalated and led to the empire’s downfall in the 1800s. But the Egbados deﬁnitely preceded the Oyos in Cuba. In the early nineteenth century,
the Kingdom of Dahomey had rebelled against Oyo, extending its slave raids
into southern Yoruba territories, including Egbado, that had formerly enjoyed
Oyo’s protection. As a consequence, the Dahomey enslaved many Egbado
citizens and shipped them to the New World, especially to Cuba. At the time,
the Oyo were too preoccupied with their own troubles to reprimand Dahomey
for its deﬁance, and the empire stood silently by while its territories were
invaded.90 Accordingly, in Cuba, Egbado traditions originally dominated Lukumí religious practices, particularly in Regla. It was not until about 1825,
then, that Oyo practices became paramount.91
As the Oyo grew in numbers and importance in Havana, they sought to
expand their political and cultural hegemony by establishing their patterns of
ordination and worship as the ofﬁcial patterns for Lukumí religion in Cuba. In
the environs of Havana, until the Oyos’ arrival in large numbers, the Lukumí
religion had been conducted in a manner similar to the more personal, familyoriented worship that was commonly practiced in Yoruba compounds in Africa. In that system, the orisha was consecrated for the entire compound or
household. Through possession or consulting the oracles, a representative from
the family was selected to attend to the deity’s worship, and certain ceremonies
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were performed to grant this individual the right to do so. This person, although
considered an olorisha because he or she attended to the deity, was not duly
ordained into the priesthood; that is, he or she was not ‘‘crowned.’’ After having
been so empowered, he or she could perform cleansing rituals, divination,
offerings, and other rites for the compound or community, rites that elsewhere
were typically performed by an ordained olorisha. Upon the individual’s death,
a relative previously chosen by the deceased or determined in divination would
inherit the deity. This type of worship in Cuba was called santo parado (standing saint), or santo de dotación (workgang’s saint).92
In contrast, the ordination of an olorisha in urbanized areas around Havana
was much more complex, as it followed the intricate and highly ritualized
patterns that had been used in the courts and royal palaces of Oyo and Oyoinﬂuenced areas of ancient Yorubaland. All the areas in West Africa that had
come under Oyo inﬂuence—Egbado among them—had been inculcated into
the worship of Shangó, Oyo’s patron orisha, and by extension, had been inﬂuenced by Oyo’s rituals.93 The Lukumí ordination ceremony, kariosha, is referred to as ‘‘crowning.’’ In the words of Efunshé’s daughter, Odé Deí: ‘‘Hacer
santo es hacer rey. Y kariocha es una ceremonia de reyes, como las del palacio
del Obá Lucumí’’ (To make saint [to be ordained to an orisha] is to make
royalty. And kariocha [the ordination ceremony] is a royal ceremony, like those
from the palace of the Lukumí [Oyo] king).94
Traditionally, when devotees spoke of ordination, they commonly referred
to it as coronar santo (crowning the saint). In fact, even today, on the second
day of the Oyo-centric Havana ordination ritual, the ritual garments include a
very elaborate crown that is placed on the novice’s head by the godparent or
sponsoring olorisha. Most important, Havana’s orisha rituals revolve around
the Obá Oriaté, the master of ceremonies for all rituals, an indispensable religious specialist who performs the majority of ordination and consecration
rites in the religion. While it is still unclear whether the Obá Oriaté existed in
African tradition, in all probability this role would have fallen to the priestesses
who served the Alafín in the Oyo palace.95 The word obá (king) in the title Obá
Oriaté is a clear reﬂection of the importance of this rank, and the religious
dictates of the individual who holds this rank, like the Alafín’s secular proclamations, are considered ‘‘law.’’
As Oyo natives displaced Egbados, the Havana rite of ordination into
Regla de Osha became extremely Oyo-centric, and Havana became the center
for the later dissemination of these traditions to other areas of the island. Not
surprisingly, Havana practitioners sought to maintain their predominance by
making the royal Oyo coronation ceremony the only legitimate ordination
ritual of Lukumí religion on the island. Illustrative of such attempts to enforce
Oyo hegemony is the case of Octavio Samá (Adeosun), better known as Obadimejí. Samá, born of Lukumí parents, became one of the most controversial and
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inﬂuential individuals in the history of Lukumí religion on the island. When he
arrived in Havana from his native Sabanillas in the early twentieth century,
Samá sought to establish his religious practice in the city by identifying with
the Lukumí religious community there. He claimed to have been ordained to
Oshún, the Lukumí orisha of sensuality and beauty, in Sabanillas by his Lukumí family. The Havana community refused to recognize his claim and insisted that he submit to initiation in Havana’s Oyo-centric ordination rite. Samá
was deﬁnitely well versed in Lukumí rituals and even spoke the Lukumí language ﬂuently. In fact, his Lukumí was much better than his Spanish. Although
he was a Creole, it is said that he spoke Spanish like a bozal, a derogatory term
that was used to describe newly arrived slaves.96
Latuán, who by this time had established a strong reputation as one of the
most respected and powerful Lukumí olorishas and Obá Oriatés in Havana,
insisted that Samá’s ordination in Sabanillas had not been orthodox. By her
decree, Samá was ordained in Havana, not to Oshún but to Aganjú, orisha of
the deserts and patron of travelers. Latuán performed the ordination herself. On
the third day of the ordination, in a ceremony during which divination is
performed for the novice and the orishas express their prescriptions and proscriptions through the oracles, it was revealed that Samá had not lied about his
earlier ordination. As a result, he was given the name Obadimejí—‘‘he who is
crowned twice.’’ Actually, the term translates literally as ‘‘king becomes two,’’
but in Cuba it is interpreted as I have given it here.
In the years following this controversy, any resentment that may have
developed between Latuán and Obadimejí as a consequence of her challenge to
his legitimacy was put aside, and until her death in February 1935 they remained great friends. Indeed, one of Cabrera’s informants told her that Obadimejí and Latuán were inseparable. In fact, the informant hinted at a conspiracy between the two to reordain and/or limit the functions of olorishas from
the Cuban countryside.97 It is known that Latuán often boycotted the rites of
olorishas whose ordinations she considered doubtful by Havana standards, by
refusing to lend her services as Obá Oriaté.98 If Latuán refused to participate,
no other Obá Oriaté would dare to challenge her authority by performing a rival
ceremony. Apparently, despite the deference she enjoyed from most of her
contemporaries, Latuán continued her power struggles for leverage and hegemony well into the twentieth century.
Obadimejí became Latuán’s only recognized male disciple, working alongside her and serving as her arms and eyes after she became too old to perform
rituals herself. Interestingly, after Latuán’s death, the position of Obá Oriaté
became dominated by men, who gradually displaced the women who until that
time had exercised the ofﬁce. By the time of Obadimejí’s death in October 1944,
the Obá Oriaté position was an almost exclusively male function. Obadimejí
trained two known disciples, Tomás Romero (Ewín Letí) and Nicolás Valentín
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Angarica (Obá Tolá). Despite having been mentored by some of the greatest
iyalorishas in Lukumí religion, he never trained a woman.99
La division de la Habana
The coronation of Obadimejí and his subsequent leadership within the Cabildo,
contrasts sharply with the rivalry that developed between Latuán and Obá Tero.
Theirs grew out of the variations that existed between Egbado rites and those of
the growing Oyo-centric groups. At the heart of the controversy was Obá Tero,
who opposed the new reforms or variations that had been brought to Havana,
which stressed the already contentious relationship that existed between Obá
Tero and the rest of the community.100 Obá Tero was an Oní Shangó101; she had
been ordained in what seems to have been an Egbado palace tradition and was
obviously inﬂuenced by Oyo, although her practice entailed signiﬁcant regional differences. Although many of Obá Tero’s Egbado ritual practices did
not conform to the growing Oyo-centric Havana tradition, her ordination and
status, in effect, her legitimacy as an iyalorisha, were never questioned. Because of common beliefs, her ordination was considered valid by Oyo, and
thereby Havana, standards. By itself, her ordination to Shangó, her tutelar
orisha, was sufﬁcient proof that her coronation conformed to Oyo tradition.102
She deﬁnitely was recognized as a valid and orthodox iyalorisha.
While avoiding any overt challenge to Obá Tero’s legitimacy, Latuán, at
the forefront of the Oyo Court tradition in Havana, did challenge certain procedural aspects of Obá Tero’s Egbado rites that were uncommon among the
Oyo, and this was the basis of the rivalry between the two. Moreover, Obá Tero
contended that Latuán was reforming the religion to cater to other Africans and
to the growing presence of whites and mulattos.103
Efunshé sided with Latuán against Obá Tero, introducing many adaptations to the Lukumí religion in Havana as well as some rituals that had not been
known before her arrival. Some informants say that, before Efunshé came to
Cuba, it was the case that during a new olorisha’s consecration she would be
provided with two orishas: Elegbá, the orisha of the crossroads, as well as the
speciﬁc tutelar deity that had been identiﬁed for the initiate by the oracles. This
custom was typically referred to as pie y cabeza (‘‘feet and head’’), as the
novice was provided with her/his tutelary orisha—the ‘‘head’’ orisha—as
well as the orisha of the crossroads, which represented the ‘‘feet’’ with which
one would travel along life’s road. If the individual needed any other orishas,
the oracles would determine that on the third day of the ordination ceremony.
Oral tradition claims that when Efunshé came to Cuba, she introduced a number of additional orishas into the ordination ceremony. Perplexingly, in spite
of Efunshé’s Egbado origin, the Lukumí consider that most of these orishas
have strong ties with Shangó, and thereby Oyo, not Egbado, tradition. Four
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orishas—Obatalá, Yemojá, Oshún, and Shangó—along with Elegbá, are often
considered the principal pillars of the Lukumí ordination.104
On the one hand, variations in ritual practices were not uncommon in
Lukumí religion; each Lukumí group brought its own traditions to the island.
Traditions varied considerably from one group to another, and distinctions
often existed even within members of a single group. In all probability, these
differences had their origins in Yorubaland and were then strongly enforced by
the Lukumís in Cuba, who needed to reinforce a sense of connection with their
lost homeland. The members of the Cabildo Iyesá Moddún in Simpson, all
blood relatives, provide an excellent example of this type of tenacity. To this
day, the Cabildo continues to follow the African traditions from its territory of
Ijeshá, and they have not acceded to either Oyo or Egbado pressure. It should
be noted that Ijeshá territory was never penetrated by the Oyos’ cavalry because of its location in a heavily forested area of the country where horses were
ineffective. Although they paid yearly tributes, the Ijeshá were never considered Oyo subjects. Indeed, the Ijesha were typically mocked by the Oyo as
an inferior people, which was possibly a way to divert attention from the
embarrassment occasioned by the Oyos’ inability to penetrate the Ijesha forests.105 Perhaps the refusal to accept Oyo-centric religious inﬂuences as practiced in Cuba reﬂects a continuation of the Ijesha’s historical resistance to Oyo
hegemony.
On the other hand, what constituted the exact procedure for the pie y
cabeza rite is contested. While the rituals inherent in pie y cabeza in all likelihood reﬂect the older, rural santo parado tradition, there is no evidence that the
pie y cabeza consecration was limited to only two orishas. This custom of
receiving various orishas seems to have African antecedents, for it is paralleled
by similar practices in Brazilian Candomblé.106 It does not seem likely, then,
that Efunshé introduced additional deities to the ordination. Rather, what is
most probable is that she introduced the Oyo-centric palace tradition of the
crowning ceremony, the kariosha, which then gradually supplanted the rural,
santo parado tradition.107
Obá Tero refused to practice according to the new standards or alter her
rites in any way. She, too, may have introduced some Oyo inﬂuences from
Yorubaland, but apparently they were not sufﬁcient to placate Latuán. Indeed,
one of the fundamental traits of Obá Tero’s character was her unyielding nature,
and the controversies in Havana earned her a disparaging nickname: la Reina
de Quitasol (literally, the ‘‘Queen of Take-Away-Sun,’’ or the one who makes
the day cloudy). Eventually, Obá Tero came to be seen as a heretic whose rituals
varied from those of the more powerful faction; in other words, Obá Tero’s
rituals ‘‘clouded’’ the rites of the contending faction by ﬂying in the face of
the system Latuán and her supporters were trying to impose. This perception
worked in Latuán’s favor, as many olorishas, both deliberately and uninten-
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tionally, used the disagreement between the two priestesses to foment additional tensions. It is worth noting that Latuán did not have any difﬁculties with
the other Egbado olorishas who practiced in Havana; perhaps this was because
not all Egbados were as contentious and rigid as Obá Tero.
Obá Tero in Matanzas
As a consequence of the bad blood between the two reigning priestesses, Obá
Tero relocated to Simpson, where she introduced the unknown Oyo-Egbado
ordination ritual to the residents of Matanzas. She is therefore credited with
having brought the kariosha ceremony to Matanzas, from whence it spread to
other areas of the island.108 Controversy followed Obá Tero to Simpson. Soon
after her arrival, she once again found herself engulfed in a religious conﬂict
with a Matanzas olorisha over the legitimacy of the ordination of Fermina
Gómez (Oshabí). Oshabí was a Creole, born on a sugar plantation, where her
mother María Elena Gómez (Balagún) had been brought as a slave from the
Kalabar area of West Africa. Balagún was ordained to Oshosi in Cuba by Obá
Tero. Oshabí’s father, Florentino Gómez, was an Egbado. He was apparently
involved with Egúngún worship in Matanzas, and was called Elepirí, a name
that may reﬂect some ties with the Yoruba Egúngún cult.109 Some sources say
that he was in charge of the masks used for Egúngún rituals in the city.110
Oshabí had been ordained to Oshún in the 1870s by Ño José (Ikudaisí), in
what seems to have been the rural santo parado tradition. One source insists
that Ikudaisí was Oshabí’s paternal grandfather.111 Oshabí’s paternal family
was Erómele, an obscure Egbado subgroup that in all probability are the Egbado Imálà.112 One researcher has said that the Imálà were mostly Egbados
who migrated south from Oyo during the middle and latter part of the eighteenth century.113 Presumably, Ikudaisí, who is alleged to have also lived in
Regla, was responsible for having brought Oro dancing and Egúngún masks
and dancing to Matanzas.
Ironically, Oshabí’s life took a terrible turn soon after her ordination ritual.
Word of the situation reached Obá Tero, who sent for Oshabí and, through
divination, determined that the calamities she was facing had occurred because
her ordination had been improper. To correct the mistake, the ordination had to
be revalidated. To make matters worse, Obá Tero claimed that Oshabí had been
ordained to the wrong orisha! Obá Tero reordained her, this time to her ‘‘true’’
orisha, Yemojá.114 Needless to say, the decision to reordain Oshabí brought
Obá Tero serious problems with Ikudaisí, and in a stark reminiscence of La
división de la Habana, soon after, the two olorishas were at war. But this time
Obá Tero was determined to win, and in so doing, she established an unassailable reputation in Simpson as an extremely powerful and knowledgeable
priestess.
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A few days after Obá Tero had concluded Oshabí’s reordination, sometime
after midnight, Ikudaisí came to the Cabildo’s door and began to perform a
ritual that he boasted would teach his rival a lesson. But Shangó, Obá Tero’s
orisha, had other plans. The unsuspecting iyalorisha was already asleep when
Shangó possessed her, and she ran to the door and caught Ikudaisí in the act.
Ikudaisí was shocked. Dumbfounded, he stumbled and fell, then immediately
jumped to his feet and deliriously ran down the street, fearing Shangó’s wrath.
The commotion awakened Obá Tero’s neighbors, who came out to see what
was going on. Immediately, Shangó performed a ceremony in the doorway to
overturn Ikudaisí’s ogú. When she returned from her possessed state, Obá Tero
was puzzled and wanted to know what had happened to her. When her neighbors told her what had occurred, she was outraged!115
Hostilities between the two olorishas lasted for months. Whenever Ikudaisí had to walk down Obá Tero’s block, he would cross to the opposite side of
the street to avoid any encounters with his feared rival. Nevertheless, Ikudaisí
continued to discredit Obá Tero wherever he went and persisted with his spiritual attacks against her. Although he never dared return to her doorstep again,
he sent envoys to throw medicinal powders and other ogú in her doorway. At
ﬁrst, Obá Tero simply chose to ignore Ikudaisí’s futile threats and remedied the
situation with minor rituals to protect her house against him and his magic.
Shangó was another issue, though, and he was losing patience. One day, just
before noon, the enraged orisha again possessed Obá Tero. Tradition insists
that she behaved like the dark, menacing clouds raging with lightning ﬂashes
that roam the sky at the onset of the violent storms that are so typical both in
Africa and the Caribbean.
Shangó dashed out to the wooden bowl that rested atop the inverted mortar
where Obá Tero kept his attributes and took one of his most sacred emblems,
the lightning stone (edún ará), from the bowl. Myth says that such stones
accompany the bolts of lightning that the orisha propels from the heavens to
castigate the wicked. Shangó ran out the doorway with the stone, and then
walked to Ikudaisí’s house and stood in his doorway. Holding the stone in
his hand, Shangó performed a rite with the stone and yelled to the heavens.
Soon after, the skies darkened and an ominous thunderstorm ensued. Lightning
strikes were reported all over the town, but one very symbolic bolt struck right
in front of Ikudaisí’s door, in the same spot where Obá Tero, possessed by
Shangó, had stood a while earlier. Mysteriously, Ikudaisí died the following
day and Obá Tero was hailed as the victor.116
In spite of the teleological echoes in this story, believers are convinced that
La división de la Habana and Obá Tero’s subsequent relocation to Matanzas
were the result of a supernatural intervention, whose intentions reached beyond
the petty human issues involved in the disputes. In the thirty years that she lived
in Simpson, Obá Tero revolutionized the practice of Regla de Osha in the town,
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and by extension, the entire province. She completely reformed Matanzas
Lukumí practices by introducing her Egbado ordination rituals as they had
been practiced in the ancient Yoruba palaces and in Havana. Before her arrival
in Simpson, there had been no orthodox ordinations in that city, at least not the
type of ordination that would have been considered orthodox by Havana’s
criteria, the kariosha. That ritual eventually became the acceptable ordination
rite for the entire island. Additionally, after her clash with Ikudaisí, Obá Tero’s
reputation as a powerful priestess and mount of Shangó was unassailable.
No one dared to doubt her knowledge, and any skeptics that may have had
their reservations were too impressed—possibly intimidated—to dare to voice
them.
Obá Tero’s arrival in Matanzas had one other important repercussion. Although the details are a bit vague, she was the principal inﬂuence in reuniting
two African ethnic groups that had been archenemies in West Africa: the Lukumís and the Arará, so-called by traders because their origins were at the port of
Allada in the ancient kingdom of Dahomey. Since its inception as a state on the
West African coast, the kingdom of Dahomey had had a signiﬁcant impact on
neighboring coastal areas. Dahomey often disrupted the ﬂow of slaves from the
interior, as well as sowing seeds of disruption at the compounds where slaves
were held awaiting European slave ships. Eventually, these disruptions affected
the trade of neighboring peoples so much that the Oyos decided to take action
against the younger kingdom. Francisco Pereyra Mendes, the director of the
Portuguese slaving port of Whydah, reported that around April 1726, the Oyos
began a series of devastating invasions into Dahomey.117
Oyo attacks continued for the remainder of the decade, so that by 1730 the
Dahomeans came under the domain of the northern empire, agreeing to pay
Oyo a yearly tribute. But Dahomey encountered difﬁculties in fulﬁlling the
terms of their agreement with Oyo, which brought further Oyo hostilities down
upon them. Finally, in 1748, both states reached an agreement that would stay
in force until the onset of Oyo political unrest in the late 1770s. By that time,
Oyo had also incorporated much of northern Yorubaland and was receiving
considerable revenue in the form of tribute from various other Yoruba states
(including Owu, Egba, Ketú, Sabe, Egbado, Ilesha, Ilá, Ijebú, and Dahomey).
One result of the Oyo invasions of Dahomey was that many Arará found
themselves on slave ships bound for the Caribbean. Their arrival in Cuba
preceded that of their Oyo-Lukumí foes by almost one hundred years.118
Resentment and bitterness, legacies of Africa, marked the relationship
between the two groups on the island. This clash, which probably existed since
at least the late eighteenth century, intensiﬁed during the nineteenth century
with the increased presence on the island of enslaved Lukumís. As the number
of liberated Lukumís grew, a confrontation between the two groups became
inevitable. By the nineteenth century, emancipated Lukumís and Ararás had
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been forced by circumstance or necessity to live in the same cities or towns, and
sometimes even in adjacent houses or solares (housing complexes). Tradition
emphasizes that although the two groups exhibited some level of tolerance for
one another, for the most part they tried to keep their distance. Although the
Lukumí and Arará religions are sister religions, and many Lukumí deities had
been adopted by the Arará in West Africa, the religious rituals of one group
were often declared off limits to the other and seldom would an Arará visit a
Lukumí cabildo or vice-versa.
Oral tradition emphasizes that at some point, possibly around the 1890s or
early 1900s, at the behest of the deities, the Lukumí began to share their
knowledge with the Arará. Before that time, Cuban Arará religion had not been
as heavily inﬂuenced by the Lukumí as it is at present. Evidence indicates that
Lukumí inﬂuence on Arará religious practices was born in Matanzas during
this particular period.119 Any initiate familiar with the current Arará ordination
ritual will ﬁnd an unmistakable Lukumí inﬂuence that is a deﬁnite Cuban
product and not something brought over from Africa. The Obá Oriaté, an
important hierarchical ﬁgure in the Lukumí priesthood, now plays an important
role in Arará rituals as well. The Obá Oriaté—a master of ceremonies who
directs and presides over all rituals—is considered the utmost source of ritual
knowledge. Likewise, the Lukumí oracles, the use of divination with sixteen
cowries (Dilogún), and divination using four pieces of coconut (Obí) have all
achieved importance in Arará rites.120 The Obá Oriaté’s participation in Arará
ordination rites has become as indispensable as it is in Lukumí ritual. For this
fusion to have occurred, the Lukumís and Ararás had to declare a truce in their
embittered relationship. In all probability, as suggested by testimony from
various sources, this truce was inﬂuenced by Obá Tero after her arrival in
Simpson because of her reputation as an orthodox and powerful priestess that
she so ardently fought to maintain.
According to oral testimony, sometime at the turn of the century, an important religious celebration took place in Simpson. The exact nature of the ceremony is no longer recalled, though it was possibly a wemilere—a festivity that
involves drumming and chanting and possession by the deities—and that it had
been requested by the oracles at the annual divination ritual.121 The exact
location of the observance is not known. Both Lukumís and Ararás were present, which perhaps indicates that the tension between the two groups had
already started to abate. Present at the celebration were Obá Tero and Micaela
Arzuaga (Melofo), an important Arará priestess who had founded the Cabildo
Arará Sabalú in that city. It was on that day that Flora Heredia’s life—and by
extension all of Arará culture—would take an interesting and highly signiﬁcant
turn. Subsequent events, whose seeds were planted at that particular wemilere,
would create a strong alliance between the two groups and change Heredia’s
life forever.
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Heredia, or Florita, as her descendants know her, was a Creole of partial
Lukumí descent. From birth, the oracles had identiﬁed her as a daughter of
Oshún, the Lukumí Venus, but at the time of the celebration she had not yet
been ordained. She was a young woman, possibly in her twenties, and that day
Florita was enjoying the celebration, dancing somewhere toward the back of
the room where the drums were playing, as the uninitiated are required to do. At
some point, Towossi (an Arará vodún related to death) and Oshún joined the
faithful in possession and were dancing to the beat of the drums. If there was
tension among the human worshippers, there seems to have been none among
the deities, for they shared the same ritual space without any semblance of
animosity whatsoever. Towossi turned and caught a glimpse of Florita and then
suddenly turned to face Oshún, asking, ‘‘Oshún, may I have your daughter?’’
Oshún, according to the story, answered unhesitatingly, ‘‘Sure,’’—and kept
on dancing. But then, possibly because of Towossi’s relationship with death,
Oshún’s worst enemy, it struck her and she asked: ‘‘Towossi, what do you want
with my daughter?’’ To which the other deity answered, ‘‘I do not want to harm
your daughter in any way. Instead, I want to take her somewhere where the
people have no leader, no direction. Somewhere she has never been, where I
will make her a queen and give her more than you could ever imagine. Give her
to me and I’ll bring her to rule over my people, and together, our people will
know peace.’’ ‘‘Let us take her there together, then,’’ answered Oshún.122 If the
gods ordained it, the devotees could do little but abide by their deities’ wishes
and accept their guidance.
Soon after, in the ﬁrst of its kind, Florita was ordained to Towossi in a ritual
directed by both Arará and Lukumí priestesses and priests. In the ordination,
she was named Afoare. Obá Tero directed the ritual, functioning as the Obá
Oriaté, and in so doing, she began the process of teaching the kariosha ceremony and the use of Lukumí oracles to the Arará who would eventually incorporate much of this knowledge into their own rituals. Like the Lukumí
olorishas initiated in the santo parado tradition, prior to Florita the Arará had
not ‘‘crowned’’ their priests and priestesses. Rather, they had consecrated a
fodún (vodún), as dictated by individual necessity, preparing and instructing the
devotee in the particulars related to that deity so that he or she could attend to
it properly.
Obá Tero’s gifts to the Arará were numerous. The geographical proximity
of these two peoples in West Africa cannot be ignored, and it is highly probable that diffusion preceded their reencounter in Cuba. Many of the ceremonies that Obá Tero is believed to have shared may not have been new to the
Arará. Possibly, the rituals practiced by Obá Tero may have simply reawakened
dormant Arará rituals in Matanzas, allowing them to thrive and coexist with
Lukumí rituals. One of many possible examples of this revitalization is the
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current Arará use of cowries and coconuts for divination. Though the Arará had
used cowries and coconuts for ritual divination in Dahomey, sources stress that
they had not made use of these oracles in Cuba, at least not until the Lukumí
shared them with the Arará. Until then, they had been strictly Lukumí possessions.123 Following the patterns of the Lukumí ordination ritual, the Arará now
consecrate a set of dilogún for each fodún at the time of the ordination of the
asió (the Arará novice), and on the third day of the ordination, like the Lukumí
orishas, each fodún now communicates the prescriptions and proscriptions
through the dilogún oracle.
Obá Tero continued working as an Obá Oriaté for the Arará, in many ways
bridging the differences between them, until her death in 1907, at which time
her religious progeny, Oshabí, took over. The ﬁrst Arará Oriaté, trained by
Oshabí, did not arise until shortly before her death in 1950. As foretold by
Towossi, Afoare grew to become the most renowned Arará priestess in Simpson, revitalizing the Arará rituals and invigorating them with a new energy
provided by the Lukumí transfusion. Like the uniﬁcation of power in Havana,
for the most part the Arará and Lukumí in Matanzas put aside their political
rivalries born of conﬂict in Africa and allowed similarities in belief to fuse in
the New World. In so doing, they gave birth to a new manifestation of Arará
religion. By the 1950s, when Cabrera was conducting ﬁeldwork in Matanzas,
the relationship between the two groups was deﬁnitely amicable, so much so
that in Cabrera’s legendary study, El Monte, the Arará often seem to be just
another Lukumí ethnic group and not an individual nation. Cabrera even mentions an Arará informant named Salakó, clearly a Lukumí name, given to a
child who is born in a caul.124 At present, there is a strong unity between the two
religious communities in Simpson that has overcome tensions that existed
between them in the past. Many Lukumí actively participate in Arará ceremonies, and vice-versa, something that both groups say was unheard of until
Obá Tero’s arrival in Matanzas.
Conclusion
In a century of rapid expansion and constant change, Africans and their descendants in Cuba were not very different from the rest of Cuban society in that they
attempted to transform their world and lay the foundations for their permanence on the island. In all respects, it was a contest in which all participants
sought one thing and one thing only: power. Those who had it were not willing
to part with it, even if this power was in the limited realm allowable to AfroCubans. Those who sought power used whatever means they had available in a
society that placed limitations on them because of the color of their skin.
Lukumí natives such as Obá Tero, Latuán, Efunshé, and others, no strangers to
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power and power struggles themselves, reﬂected the dominant trend of the
society and attempted to carve out their niche on the island, a sort of refuge that
for Afro-Cubans was impossible to separate from the religious realm.
For most Africans, and especially the Lukumí, religion is not an element in
their life but rather a way of life, one that is constantly present, and one where
worship is not relegated to a speciﬁc and detached building or a chosen day of
the week. African religion is lived and experienced daily and the supernatural is
always in constant relation with humankind. John S. Mbiti summarized this
notion when he stated, ‘‘Because traditional religions permeate all the departments of life, there is no formal distinction between the sacred and the secular,
between the religious and non-religious, between the spiritual and the material
areas of life. Wherever the African is, there is his religion.’’125
La división de la Habana is just one of the many struggles that AfroCubans confronted in making the best possible use of the resources they had
available in Cuba. Nowhere is the importance of women in the larger struggle
more evident than in this contest for territory and power. Obá Tero, Latuán,
Efunshé, and countless other women whose names and contributions have been
lost to the historical record were fundamental protagonists in the perpetuation
and propagation of Lukumí religion in Cuba. In turn, religion played a central
role in Afro-Cuban society because it was the only thing that was truly theirs,
the only remnant of their pride and identity that the dominant society could
never extirpate, as religion was totally inseparable from the African worldview.
La división de la Habana and the reuniﬁcation of the Lukumí and Arará in
Matanzas are just two examples of the various impediments that Africans had
to overcome in Cuba to preserve an identity and a sense of self-worth, two
important contributors in allowing a degree of power to an otherwise disenfranchised group. In so doing, power struggles of this sort laid strong foundations for the evolution of Regla de Osha in the island and its eventual diffusion
in Cuba and abroad.
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